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ABSTRACT
This work explores crowdsourcing for the establishment of
human baseline performance on signature recognition. We
present five experiments according to three different
scenarios in which laymen, people without Forensic
Document Examiner experience, have to decide about the
authenticity of a given signature. The scenarios include
single comparisons between one genuine sample and one
unlabeled sample based on image, video or time sequences
and comparisons with multiple training and test sets. The
human performance obtained varies from 7% to 80%
depending of the scenario and the results suggest the large
potential of these collaborative platforms and encourage to
further research on this area.
Index Terms— Biometrics, Mechanical
crowdsourcing, signature recognition, worker

Turk,

1. INTRODUCTION
The handwritten signature is one of the most accepted
personal authentication methods and it has been used over
the past 2000 years. As a behavioral biometric trait, one of
the key characteristics of the signature is its high intraperson variability. The high variability between samples of
the signature of the same person together with the ability of
people to perform skilled forgeries make signature
recognition a great challenge. Historically, signature
recognition is made by Forensic Document Examiners
(FDE) who have developed well-established protocols and
methods to analyze the authenticity of a query signature.
This is a time consuming and manual task which depends on
the FDE training and experience. Therefore, the applications
are limited to authentications without requirements of real
time response (forensics and offline scenarios). Automatic
signature verification systems (ASV) emerged as a feasible
way to automate the traditional signature verification
method made by FDEs [1][2] and extend the potential
applications.
The variety of applications based on automatic signature

recognition systems is large (e.g. banking, point-of-sales,
parcel delivery, notary public). In most of these
applications, humans supervise the signing process but his
responsibilities are mostly limited to guarantee the correct
record of the data (without any impact in the analysis of the
authenticity). These supervisors do not have the specific
FDE experience and they will be referred to as layman in
the rest of this work. The deployment of automated systems
is reducing the trustworthiness on human abilities. However,
perception and analytic capability of humans should not be
undervalued and there is large room for improvements
exploiting both the efficiency of computers and the human
abilities. Attribute annotation made by humans has emerged
as a way to improve automatic recognition systems in face
[3][4][5], gait [6][7] or security assessment [8]. One
question raises: How good is a layman in recognizing the
authenticity of a query signature? The use of our signature
in our day-to-day life makes us good forgery detectors of
imitation (made by others) of our own signature. We are
capable of differentiating our intra-person variability from
the variability of a forger (our brain models are trained with
hundreds of samples made during years of practice). This
ability can be extended to signatures from other people but it
is expected a drop of performance caused by the lack of
information about the variability of the owner. In addition,
we have to consider motivation as an important factor to be
considered. Without specific training and considering that
signature recognition is not the principal job assignment of
the laymen, their performance is an open question. Fig. 1
tries to illustrate the difficulties related with this task.
Crowdsourcing appears as a tool for experimentation on
large population groups. This work explores crowdsourcing
for the establishment of human baseline performance on
signature recognition. We present different experiments
involving 150 people. The contributions of this work are
twofold: i) new insights on the use of crowdsourcing in
signature recognition biometric studies and ii) the
establishment of human baseline performance in signature
recognition tasks according to different scenarios.
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Figure 1. Genuine (from two different signers)) and forgeries (made by other people after practicing for 2 min
nutes). Which signatures
are genuine? See solution at1

The rest of the work is organized as folllows: Section 1.1
analyze previous studies while Section 2 introduces the
crowdsourcing methodology designed for this work.
Section 3 presents the results and finnally, Section 4
summarizes the conclusions and future workks.
To the best of our knowledge, there aare few previous
works analyzing the signature recognitionn performance of
laymen. In [9][10] the ability of 22 individuuals (people staff
and students from the university) was evaaluated using 51
signatures (15 samples per signature mixxing genuine and
forged samples). There is not much inform
mation about the
human performance but according to their results, it is
strongly user dependent and varies froom 1%
25% and 5%
65%. These results suggest the difficulties of individuals to
recognize skilled forgeries. The humaan performance
obtained was used as a baseline that wass compared with
automatic signature verification systems. M
Malik et al. [11]
compared the performance of FDE and auttomatic signature
recognition systems for disguised signatuures. The results
obtained in their study suggest that FD
DEs can achieve
similar performance to automatic system
ms with average
accuracies around 71% and the best accurracy of 91% (the
best FDE).1
2. ESTABLISHING HUMAN BA
ASELINE
PERFORMANCE VIA CROWDSO
OURCING
Crowdsourcing has become popular in sccience in the last
decade. Massive human–assisted tasks take advantage of the
human abilities and the benefits of a worldwide data
sampling using internet [12][13][14]. The uuse of large-scale
human annotations in automatic biomeetric recognition
1

Solution to Fig. 1: From left to right. Top: forgery, geenuine, genuine,
forgery; Center: forgery, genuine, forgery, forgery; Doown: genuine,
forgery, genuine, genuine.

systems has been analyzed and encouraging
e
results have
been obtained in modalities like face recognition [4].
n FDE) analyzing the
How good are humans (non
authenticity of a query signature? The
T main idea of applying
crowdsourcing in the present worrk is the recruitment of
amateur volunteers (people without
w
FDE previous
experience) to help in the estab
blishment of a layman
performance baseline for signature authentication. Amazon
ular web-platform for the
Mechanical Turk (MTurk) is a popu
acquisition of data from large sccale Human Intelligence
Tasks (HITs) [13]. The participants (workers) work
effectively together through pre-deffined tasks [7][8][9].
We have designed five different tasks
t
to be accomplished
by different or the same set of work
kers. The proposed tasks
are focused on analyzing the baseline performance of
humans to recognize the authenticity
y of signatures according
to different scenarios. The system is
i divided into Front-end
which presents the tasks to the wo
orkers and captures their
responses and Back-end which com
mprises the processes and
algorithms running in the MTurk servers
s
(see Fig. 2). It is
important to note that the population can vary from one
experiment to any other. It is recommendable to design
simple tasks in order to be donee in a short time. The
motivation of the workers have an important impact on the
results and complex or lengthy task
ks directly influence this
motivation [13][14].
Before the release of the tasks on
o the platform, there are
some design parameters to be defineed:
• Qualification: represents woorker's skill, ability or
reputation from previous HIT
T. In our experiments we
have requested for regularr and master workers.
Masters are group of workers who have demonstrated
superior performance in com
mpleting HITs across the
Mechanical Turk marketplace..
• Geographic location: we did
d not request for specific
geographic locations for ou
ur HITs. The workers

Workers

The HITs are divided by
groups of workers

Signature Database
(dynamic data)
Input

Short-term tasks
(<3 min)

Front-end (HTML web-forms)
HIT implementation
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Workers responses
(scores & statistics)
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Figure 2. Scheme of crowdsourcing studies applied to the establishment of human signature recognition performance baseline.

involved in our tasks are 47% from the United States
of America, 34% from India and 19% from others. The
ethnicity defines some characteristics of the signature
but experiments included in this work do not consider
the ethnic of the layman.
• HIT runtime per worker: represents the available
time to perform the HIT. Parameters such as the
complexity and the amount of data have direct impact
on the time needed by the workers. Several
experiments were performed (with a small set of
workers) to evaluate the time needed to recognize the
authenticity of a signature. Although some signatures
require more time than others, the average time per
worker to analyze one signature was around 10
seconds. Therefore, the HIT runtime of our
experiments results on approximately 15 seconds per
signature.
The different graphic interfaces implemented for each
task has been programed in HTML language. These
interfaces feature the following parts (see Fig. 3):
• Instructions: in this area the process and guidelines to
be followed by each worker are detailed.
• Signatures: in this area a different set of labeled
(genuine signatures) and unlabeled (genuine and
forgery samples that workers have to label) signatures
are showed. The information depicted varies according
to the task: images (static versions of the signature),
videos (showing the way the signature is done) and
time sequences related with three dynamic signature
features (x-axis, y-axis and pressure sequences). The
signatures shown to the workers are synthesized on the
screen according the dynamic information available on
the databases employed (BIOSECURE-DS2 and
BiosecurID).
• Options: this area includes the response of the workers
to the predefined HIT. In our HITs, these responses are

related with the authenticity analysis (genuine or
forgery) made by the worker.
• Justification: in this area the worker must indicate the
reasons why he/she chose the different options. This
information helps to better understand the obtained
results.
2.1. Human Intelligence Task design
In order to analyze the signature recognition human
performance, we designed five different HITs divided into
three experiments:
Experiment 1. One Training-One Test (HIT1.1HIT1.3): the workers have to define the authenticity of a
given sample using as reference only one genuine signature.
This experiment is divided into three different tasks
depending on the information showed: only the image of the
signature (T1.1), image and video of the dynamic signing
process (T1.2) and finally the image and time sequences of
the signature that is the typical case in online dynamic
recognition systems (T1.3). The aim of this experiment is to
analyze the performance of the workers according to the
different information available. These tasks include 12
different signers (with 2 genuine and 1 forgery samples per
signer) from Biosecure-DS2 database [16]. The possible
responses are indicated in Fig. 3. The execution time for this
task is 2 minutes.
Experiment 2. One Training-Multiple Test (HIT2): in
this case eight unlabeled images (five genuine and three
forgeries) and only one genuine signature are showed. The
aim of this experiment is to analyze the performance when
the workers have contextual information
(they can
compare the variability of the different samples).
Information about the number of genuine and forgery
images is not shared with the workers. This task includes 6
different signers (with 5 genuine and 3 forgeries per
signer) from Biosecure-DS2

HIT 1.1

HIT 1.2
HIT 1.3

HIT 2

Figure 3. Graphic interfaces of the different Mechanical Turk HITs programed in HTML.

HIT 3

database [15]. The execution time for this task is 1 minute.
The execution time was reduced because of the statistics
obtained from experiment 1, in which most of the workers
invested less than 1 minute in the evaluation. Therefore, in
this experiment we were interested to evaluate the
performance of quick responses inspired in real operational
scenarios in which the layman must provide a response in a
short-time.
Experiment 3. Multiple Training-One Test (HIT3): this
experiment imitates the traditional evaluation protocol of
automatic signature recognition systems in which one query
sample is compared with its corresponding training set. In
this case, four labeled genuine signatures and one unlabeled
signature (genuine or forgery) are showed to the worker. In
order to improve the information available on previous
experiments, the response of the worker is provided as a
confidence value between 0 and 10 in which 0 means “I’m
sure this is a forgery signature” and 10 means “I’m sure this
is a genuine signature”. This task includes 20 different
signers (with 5 and 3 genuine and forgeries signatures
respectively per signer) from BiosecurID database [16]. The
20 signers are divided into 5 sets of 4 signers each one
(4 8 32 signatures) which are equally distributed
among workers (each worker process 32 signatures). The
maximum execution time for this task is 4 minutes.
The images, videos and time sequences used in all
interfaces have been created using MatLab and two public
databases: BIOSECURE-DS2 (experiment 1 and 2) and
BiosecurID (experiment 3). The signers were selected
among those signers with lower performance (in terms of
EER) according a state-of-the-art online signature
verification system based on DTW algorithm and seven time
functions derived from , , sequences [17]. The number
of workers varies for the different HITs: 60 workers
(HIT1.1-HIT1.3), 30 workers (HIT2) and 60 workers
(HIT3). The total number of signatures used in the
experiments is 12 6 8 12 20 300.
3. RESULTS
Different experiments imply different workers. As a
human behavioral analysis, the response is strongly user
dependent and therefore, performance obtained in different
experiments must be compared with care. Table 1 shows the
average results (among different workers) obtained for
HIT1.1-1.3. The results are provided in terms of False
Rejection Rate (FRR), False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and
percentage of samples with No Defined response (ND).
Results suggest that more information does not
necessarily imply better performance for laymen. Analyzing
the comments provided by the workers, the image and its
characteristics (shape, size, and strokes) are the main focus
of attention. Therefore, the time sequences displayed in
HIT1.3 can have negative impact on the performance as the
workers are not trained to use such information. This
suggests the importance of guiding the workers in their
analysis in order to exploit the discriminative characteristics

Table 1. Experiment1: Human performance results obtained from
MTurk responses considering 60 workers to HIT1.1-1.3

Task
HIT 1.1
HIT 1.2
HIT 1.3

FRR (%)

FAR (%)

ND (%)

26.7
40.0
43.3

30.0
30.0
33.3

33.3
25.0
21.7

Table 2. Experiments 2 and 3: Human performance results
obtained from MTurk considering responses to HIT2 (30 workers)
and HIT3 (60 workers)

Task
HIT 2
HIT 3

FRR (%)

FAR (%)

80.0
31.1

7.8
40.3

of dynamic sequences. The workers focus their attention on
the image characteristics because this is what they do in
day-to-day life. However, the drop of the ND responses is
important if we compare HIT1.1 and HIT1.3. The additional
information of HIT1.3 increases the confidence of the
worker in his response (although it is wrong in some cases).
Table 2 shows the averaged results (among different
workers) for the tasks HIT2 and HIT3. In these cases we
eliminated the ND response in the questionnaires. In HIT2
the workers labeled the samples either as genuine or forgery.
In HIT3 the workers estimate a score based on their
confidence in the response (values greater than 5 will be
labeled as genuine and lower or equal as forgeries). The
results obtained in HIT2 suggest that the ability of workers
to recognize forgeries improves when they have contextual
information. However, this improvement in the FAR imply
a worsening in the FRR results. The workers report 80% of
FRR which means that most of genuine samples are
considered as forgeries. The unbalanced performance
between genuine recognition (FRR) and forgery recognition
(FAR) suggests the importance of contextual information
(information about the natural variability of the signer). The
inclusion of forgery and genuine samples together increases
the ability of the workers to detect the forgeries but not the
genuines. The results obtained for HIT3 show the effects of
including a training set (four signatures in our case) to guide
the decision of the worker. The more information about
intra-personal variability (variability between samples of the
same signer) is available the lower false rejection is
obtained (but also higher false acceptance). It means more
signatures are labeled as genuine probably due to the
differences between the samples of the training set.
Depending on the application better FAR can be obtained
(with longer training sets) perhaps at a cost of higher FRR.
Comparing human performance by aggregate human
ratings is a standard protocol [3][18]. The responses of
workers can be fused to determine the complementarity
potential of the human abilities. Fig. 4 shows the
performance obtained for HIT3 by averaging the responses
of different number of workers. The results show how FRR
can be drastically reduced (from 32% to 10%) when the
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Figure 4. Evolution of FAR and FRR according to the number of
workers fused in HIT3.

ranks of different workers are fused. However, this
improvement cannot be observed for the FAR. Note that the
signatures images are chosen among the most challenging
samples in the BiosecurID database. The room for
improvements in the way the information is fused is large
and these results encourage to further research in this line.

[6]

[7]

[8]

4. CONCLUSIONS
This work explores crowdsourcing to establish a human
performance baseline for signature recognition. We have
presented a general framework and three different
preliminary experiments. The potential of platforms such as
Mturk in biometric recognition research is large and new
insights can be developed on the basis of massive human
collaborative tasks. The results obtained in this work
suggest that more information (signature features) does not
mean necessarily better performance (without any specific
training). The results of HIT2 and HIT3 show the impact of
the contextual information in the performance. The worker
decision is closely related to the information provided and
better FAR or FRR can be obtained depending on the
samples showed. Finally, fusion of human ratings has shown
a great potential in terms of FRR improvement (70%
improvement when responses from 10 workers are fused)
and further research is needed to export these results to the
FAR.
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